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Textual Conventions

The transcription of the Tudor State Papers preserved the original spelling, ca-
pitalisation and punctuation of the original manuscripts. Words in the text that 
the author has been uncertain of, but thinks likely, appear in square brackets 
with a question mark: [e.g. example?]. Parts of the text that have been crossed 
out also appear in this form in the transcription and insertions made within 
the manuscripts are marked in italics in square brackets as inserted [example, 
is inserted]. Abbreviations have been expanded and marked in square brackets 
apart from the examples:
Matie  Majestie
wch  which
wth  with
ye  the
yr and yor your
honor  honor
The transcriptional conventions of edited versions of early modern texts have been 
maintained. Additions to the text (as inserted by the author) have been made in 
square brackets. Line breaks have been omitted and marked by | .
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1 Introduction: An English Discourse about Ireland

In the year 1520 John Kite, the Archbishop of Armagh, delivered the compel-
ling argument to O’Neill, the prince of Ulster, that a reconsideration of the 
latter’s relationship with the King of England was advisable if he wanted to live 
out his life in peace:

Your safety depends on the King, and you should therefore show him all observance. 
You should cultivate a mind worthy of your abilities and character, and no longer take 
delight in wild and barbarous manners, and be unacquainted with the comforts of 
life. It is much better to live in a civilized fashion, than to seek a living by arms and 
rapine, and to have no thought beyond pleasure and the belly. I therefore beseech you 
to consider how many evils and perils you will be exposed to, if you make the King your 
enemy, and on the other hand how happy you will be, if you gain his favour.1

Kite’s words resonate more than just in the attempt to save O’Neill from enter-
ing into open conflict with the forces of King Henry VIII. His advice suggests 
that the only possible way for O’Neill to escape utter ruin was to forsake his 
own Gaelic Irish heritage and aspire to live like an Englishman. 

The words chosen by Kite to express this transformation are representative 
of the sixteenth-century English mentality regarding the dichotomy between 
Irishmen and Englishmen in Tudor Ireland: the former were uneducated, bel-
licose, marauding barbarians while the latter lived in a society that was con-
stituted by the complete opposite and which prospered in a ‘civilized fashion’ 
under the protection of the English crown. This rhetoric of difference neither 
originated with Kite nor was he the last Englishman to employ it in his descrip-
tions of Irish society. 

Civility and barbarism are part of an age-old rhetorical tradition to artic-
ulate differences between two or more opposing groups. Englishmen picked 
up on this rhetoric in a public manner after King Henry II’s forces had landed 
in Ireland and commenced their conquest of the land and her people. Almost 
immediately, an English sense of superiority was revealed that found its mani-
festation in the juxtaposition of English civility and Gaelic Irish barbarism. Ac-
cording to Gerald de Barri’s2 Expugnatio Hibernica (1189), Henry’s Englishmen 

1 Cal. Carew MSS., i, John Kite to O’Neill, 1520, pp. 15–16. 
2 cf. John Gillingham, The English Invasion of Ireland, in: idem (ed.), The English in the 

Twelfth Century. Imperialism, National Identity and Political Values, Woodbridge/Roch-
ester, 2000, p. 155.
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encountered a people ‘tam barbare nacionis’ – ‘lawless and rebellious’ – whose 
ferocity needed to be tamed.3 This sentiment of having to civilise the wild Irish 
had not lost any of its relevance even at the close of the Tudor period over four 
hundred years later. Accordingly, in 1602 the Lord Deputy of Ireland, Lord 
Mountjoy, and Council informed the Council in England about certain efforts 
to bring the Irish ‘into the waie of Civility, w[i]th a feelinge of the difference 
betweene their former manner of life under the tirranie of their sup[er]ior Irishe 
lordes and the easie and clement gov[ern]m[en]t of her matie’.4 

The term rhetoric of difference is of course an anachronism employed by 
modern scholarship to describe differences between English and Irish society 
in a rhetorical fashion. Nevertheless, this rhetorical figure mirrored real life cir-
cumstances and had political, social and cultural repercussions for the inhab-
itants of Tudor Ireland. Although the terminology of the rhetoric of difference 
displayed a remarkable consistency during these four centuries since king Hen-
ry II’s forces entered Ireland, it was employed to different ideological ends at 
distinct points in time. Until the fourteenth century, Englishmen upheld a pol-
icy of conquest in Ireland which was accompanied by the continuous acquisi-
tion of Gaelic Irish lands in the name of the English crown. This coincided with 
Richard de Burgh’s conquest of Connacht, an attempted conquest of Donegal 
by the FitzGerald Lord of Sligo, and the Fitzgeralds of Desmond’s endeavour 
to seize parts of MacCarthaig-country.5 The following two and a half centuries 
were marked by a more defensive English policy in Ireland culminating in the 
consolidation of the ‘four obedient shires’ and the creation of the English Pale 
in the late fifteenth century.6 This can also be detected in the use of the rhetoric 
of difference. By 1297 the first Irish parliament7 met in Dublin which aimed 

3 Gerald de Barri: Giraldus Cambrensis, Expugnatio Hibernica. The Conquest of Ireland, 
edited with translation and historical notes by A.B. Scott and F.X. Martin, Dublin, 
1978, pp. 22/23 and 65.

4 TNA, SP 63/212/46, fol. 106r.
5 cf. Katharine Simms, Gaelic Revival, in: Sean Duffy (ed.), Medieval Ireland: An Encyclo-

pedia (New York/Abingdon Oxon, 2005, p. 189.
6 Brendan Bradshaw, The Irish Constitutional Revolution of the Sixteenth Century, Cam-

bridge et al., 1979, pp. 10 and 82. For the origin of the term English Pale cf. Steven G. 
Ellis, Defending English Ground. War & Peace in Meath & Northumberland, 1460–1542, 
Oxford, 2015, p. 28.

7 The 1297 parliament is considered the first ‘real’ parliament, despite evidence of previ-
ous parliament-like meetings, cf. Margaret Murphy, Parliament, in: Sean Duffy (ed.), 
Medieval Ireland: An Encyclopedia, New York/Abingdon Oxon, 2005, p. 365.
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to introduce a peace-keeping policy in Ireland. It was at this parliament that 
the first evidence for the concept of degeneracy can be found regarding those 
English who were born in Ireland.8 

Degeneracy was understood as a countermovement to civility. It is a process 
of acculturation through which Englishmen had adopted Gaelic Irish lifestyle 
choices which did not correspond with English notions of an ordered and civ-
ilised life. Since such close interactions with the Gaelic Irish threatened the 
stability of English society in Ireland, degeneracy can be seen as a rhetorical 
attempt at self-defence by which Gaelic Irish influences were depicted as dam-
aging the functionality of the English community. This went hand in hand with 
the fourteenth-century decline in the English sphere of influence in Ireland, 
which was due to the still fragile state of the settlement and the effects of the 
so-called Gaelic Revival.9 

In this context a change towards a defensive ideology behind the English 
rhetoric of difference emerged. The Gaelic Irish were no longer depicted as just 
any barbarous nation that needed to be tamed for the sake of implanting an 
English hegemony in the country, but were constructed as a proper threat to 
English power in Ireland. Hence, in 1342 the Red Book of the Exchequer in 
Ireland includes a complaint to King Edward III about ‘the Irish, your enemies, 
who border on and join divers counties’ which caused Englishmen of one coun-
ty who tried to ‘hold peace or truce’ to suffer ‘the said Irish enemies, whilst they 
war on and destroy your lieges of the other neighbouring counties.’10 Leading 
up to the famous 1366 Statutes of Kilkenny, a rhetorical frontier was consti-
tuted alongside the geographical one between civilised Englishmen living in 
the land of peace where the King’s obedient English subjects lived and a land 
of war inhabited by the adversaries to English power, the ‘Irish enemies and 
English rebels’11 (the majority of the latter occupied the marcher border regions 
in between). The difference between rebel and enemy is to be understood in 
their respective loyalties. While a rebel is someone who shows non-conformist 

8 cf. ibid.
9 cf. Simms, Gaelic Revival, pp. 189–190; Nicholas Canny, The Elizabethan Conquest of 

Ireland: A Pattern Established, 1565–76, Hassocks, 1976, p. 118.
10 Statutes and Ordinance, and Acts of the Parliament of Ireland. King John to Henry V, ed. 

Henry F. Berry, Dublin, 1907, pp. 351–353.
11 Id., pp. 484 and 562; Statute Rolls of the Parliament of Ireland, 2 vols, ed. Henry F. Berry, 

Dublin, 1910, Hen VI, pp. 102, 118, 154, 204, 208, 234, 236/238, 240, 248, 286, 
402, 450, 492, 514, 546, 580 and 770.
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behaviour and deliberately rises up against the established order, he is still to 
be considered part of this order.12 An enemy, on the other hand, is a person 
who shows hostility towards someone from an outside perspective. Hence the 
‘wilde Irish men’ were fittingly considered ‘the King’s mortall enemies’.13 This 
distinction was still relevant in the late sixteenth century as reflected in Lord 
Chancellor Gerrard’s 1577–78 definition of these two groups:

The Irishe [...] accompteth him self cheife in his own country and (whatsoever he saye or 
professe) lykethe of noe superior. He mortally hatethe the Englishe. By will he governethe 
those under him, supplyinge his and their wantes by prayinge and spoyling of other 
countryes adioyninge. Theise lyve as the Irishe lyved in all respectes before the conqueste. 
[...] The English rebells ar people of our owne nacion, [...]. Theise Englishe rebells may 
be devided into twoe kindes: the one, soche as enter into the field in open hostilitie and 
actuall rebellion against the Prince, comparable to the rebellinge in England. [...] Thother 
sorte of Englishe rebells are suche as refuzinge Englishe nature growe Irishe in soche sorte 
as (otherwise then in name) not to be discerned from the Irishe.14

In Gerrard‘s words the ‘Irish enemies’ are opposed to any English presence in 
Ireland. The English rebels are however presented as ‘mislead’ and can be com-
pared to dissenters in England herself. In Henry VIII‘s post–1541 terminology 
both groups are transformed to ‘disobeysaunt subjectes’15 and the description of 
Irish adversaries had changed from enemies to rebels.16

With Henry VIII’s initiation of a religious reorientation from Catholicism 
to Protestantism from the 1530s onwards and his promotion to King of Ireland 
in 1541 the tone of the rhetoric of difference shifted back to reflecting a ‘con-
quest ideology’17 which has to be seen in the context of Henry’s military actions 
of the later 1540s in France and Scotland.18 This is exemplified by Gerrard’s 

12 Stat. at large, Ire, i, 12 Eliz I, ch. 5, p. 370 defines rebellion as a deliberate act against 
English authorities: ‘[they] had respite for fifteen daies to make their appearaunce before 
the lord deputie and counsell, or outherwise to be taken, from thenceforthe as enemyes 
and rebelles, whiche apparaunce they neglected to make, chosing rather to be rebells’.

13 Stat. at large, i, 28 Hen VIII ch. 1, p. 68. However, Bradshaw, Constitutional Revolution, 
p. 11 noted that the Gaelic Irish were not considered ‘outside the law’ but ‘beyond the 
law’ which constituted clear politico-conceptual boundaries between the two groups 
rather than a complete negation of Gaelic Irish society.

14 William Gerrard, Lord Chancellor Gerrard’s Notes of His Report on Ireland, in: Ana-
lecta Hibernica, 2, 1931, pp. 95–96.

15 SP Hen VIII, ii, p. 60.
16 cf. Steven G. Ellis, Ireland in the Age of the Tudors 1447–1603. English Expansion and the 

End of Gaelic Rule, Harlow/New York, 1998, p. 123.
17 cf. Canny, Elizabethan Conquest, p. 118. For an analysis of the mid-century ideological 

shift cf. Bradshaw, Constitutional Revolution, pp. 259–263.
18 cf. id., pp. 231–32.
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suggestion that it must be the English objective ‘totallye to conquer’ the Irish 
‘for so were the other of the Irishe subued before the Englishe were settled’.19 
Although the terminology of conquest was rarely employed openly in official 
contexts – after all the conquest had taken place in the twelfth and thirteenth 
century and was considered complete20 – the so-called Tudor Conquest of Ire-
land took place under the cover of reform policies. This was a way to shield the 
ideological concept of English civility from Irish influences and to cure those 
English affected by these foreign customs. 

In the second half of the sixteenth century the English crown was virtually 
challenged to conquer a people that they claimed as their own subjects and 
to lead it into the socio-political and cultural realms of English order. Various 
attempts at installing English normativity in Irish society were manifested in 
the numerous reform treatises that were published throughout the entire Tudor 
period and were most prominently expressed through the famous phrase ‘re-
ducing Ireland to civility’.21 

On top of the ideological divide between English civility and Gaelic Irish 
barbarism, Tudor administrators had grown increasingly dissatisfied with those 
English officials who were born in Ireland as descendants of the twelfth-century 
settlers. The latter’s lack of political achievements regarding the implementation 
of these reform policies paired with their refusal to convert to Protestantism 
gave reason for concern. In this context, the rhetoric of degeneracy that sur-
rounded them caught new momentum and the English of England found an 
ideological rationale to exclude the English community of Ireland from po-
litical influence. Thus, a further ideological divide was created which was el-
oquently summarised by Sir Edmund Spenser as the following question: ‘is yt 
possible that an Englishe man brought vpp naturallie in such sweete civilitie as 
England affordes, coulde fynd such lykinge in that barborous rudenes, that he 
should forgett his owne nature and forgoe his owne nacion?’22 

Accordingly, it can be stated that an integral part of the sixteenth-century 
English discourse about the exclusion of the inhabitants of Ireland from the 
realms of ‚Englishness‘ was to establish an English notion of superiority over an-

19 Gerrard, ‘Notes’, p. 95.
20 Gerald de Barri, Expugnatio Hibernica, p. 25.
21 cf. David Heffernan (ed.), ‘Reform’ treatises on Tudor Ireland, 1537–1599, Dublin, 2016.
22 Edmund Spenser, A View of the Present State of Ireland, edited by W.L. Renwick, Ox-

ford, 1970, pp. 62–63.
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yone who did not comply with lowland English standards. Thus, the discourse 
about civility and barbarity in regard to Tudor Ireland triggered a necessary re-
definition of English national identity based on religious affiliation and political 
loyalty. This phenomenon was often described, by contemporaries and modern 
scholarship alike as English civility. Although English civility has commonly 
been accepted as an expression of an English sense of cultural, social and polit-
ical superiority,23 the mechanisms behind this concept remained in a large part 
untouched by historical and literary research on Tudor Ireland. While efforts 
have been undertaken by historians and a number of literary scholars to define 
the elements of the discourse about English civility (in the way it has been ap-
plied in regard to Ireland since the twelfth century), the intrinsic functions and 
applications of the concept has remained vague.

This study aims to provide the ideological rationale for the exertion of Eng-
lish power in Ireland and to supply the case-specific historicity for the concepts 
of English civility and Gaelic Irish barbarism respectively. The formulation of a 
case-specific understanding of the concept of English civility in the context of 
Tudor Ireland and the explanation of its function within the English discourse 
about legitimising, establishing and maintaining political rule in Tudor Ireland 
are at the centre of it. This shall be achieved by approaching the topic of English 
civility by way of conceptual historical methodology that has up until now not 
been explored in greater detail by Irish historical researchers but offers new in-
sights between factual historical events and the way those were communicated, 
justified and exploited through a rhetorical looking glass. This study is part of 
the broader field of cultural history. Its intellectual heritage lies within New 
Cultural History and the Burckhardian tradition of ‘history of the everyday’. 
New Cultural History’s concern with ‘capturing otherness’ (as predominantly 
practised by medievalists and early modernists)24 sets the stage for research on 
the effect of a concept like English civility in Tudor Ireland. To the best of the 
author’s knowledge, there have not yet been any extensive studies conducted on 

23 For example, cf. Ellis, Defending English Ground, p. 54.
24 cf. Peter Burke, What is Cultural History?, Cambridge/Malden, 2004, pp. 32–33, 37 

and 106. For an informative overview of recent developments in terms of Other-
ness-studies cf. Raingard Eßer, Cultures in Contact: the Representation of ‘the Other’ 
in Early Modern German Travel Narratives, in: Gu∂mundur Hálfdanarson (ed.), Racial 
Discrimination and Ethnicity in European History, Pisa, 2003, pp. 33–37 (with a special 
focus on German historiography).
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the topic of the meaning and evolution of English notions of civility in Ireland. 
As for the terminology employed to describe the various groups under investi-
gation in this study, the indigenous populations of Ireland and Sápmi25 shall be 
referred to as Gaelic Irish and Sami in an effort to reflect their self-identifica-
tions. The term Gaelic Irish is used to differentiate between the native inhabit-
ants of Ireland and the population groups influenced and shaped by the English 
immigration. It is by no means a contemporary term used in Tudor sources 
on Ireland. Moreover, the descendants of the twelfth-century English settlers 
shall be designated English for the medieval period by way of meeting John 
Gillingham’s demands regarding scholarship’s general omission of this issue.26 
In distinction to the English of England they shall be referred to as English of 
Ireland for the Tudor period.27

In regard to English perceptions of Ireland and her inhabitants historians of Tu-
dor Ireland tend to accept the general notion of an inherent English disdain for 
their Irish neighbours and prefer to view their subsequent treatment of the Irish 
population in terms of a traditional coloniser-colonised mentality. Over the 
last century, the comparative methodological approach to this topic has been 
chosen by high ranking scholars of the field like David Beers Quinn, Nicholas 
Canny and Steven Ellis, with Quinn and Canny referring to the English North 
American Colonies supported by a choice of source material drawn up by au-
thors involved in dealings regarding both territories and Ellis linking the Irish 
scenario to English border regions in Wales and the North of England.

For his source material, Quinn drew from the published works of Gerald 
de Barri, Richard Stanihurst, Edmund Spenser, Barnaby Rich, John Harington 
and Fynes Moryson, which based the conclusions of his study on a very limited 
number of authors with very distinct political agendas. This superficiality clear-
ly misrepresented the English perceptions of the Irish in the sense that Quinn 
made generalisations based on the opinions of a few. Furthermore, Quinn tend-
ed to neglect the position and meaning of the so-called English of Ireland, the 
discussion of which is restricted to their political or religious roles. Overall, 

25 The term describes the cultural region traditionally inhabited by the Sámi people in the 
northern parts of Norway, Sweden, Finland and Russia.

26 cf. Gillingham, English Invasion of Ireland, pp. 150–53 and 155–57.
27 cf. Steven G. Ellis, Nationalist Historiography and the English and Gaelic worlds in the 

late middle ages, Irish Historical Studies, 25, 97, 1986, p. 3.
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Quinn operated with the almost Manichean categories of English and Irish and 
leaves little room for the idea of cultural exchange as found in the process of 
mutual acculturation, which was crucial to English self-perceptions. 

Canny built his argument against a background of a large assortment of 
administrative and literary source material, which made his studies overall more 
convincing than that of Quinn a decade earlier. For the comparison between 
the English settlements in Ireland and North America, Canny, like Quinn, in-
troduced a coterie of adventurers who were involved in both scenarios in order 
to support his argument for the existence of a colonial setting in Ireland. Canny 
argued that English perceptions of the Irish lacked originality and were heavily 
influenced by Spanish rhetoric regarding the indigenous peoples of the Amer-
icas. However, it has to be taken into account that the English were already 
acquainted with the use of abusive vocabulary – a rhetoric of difference – that 
was regularly applied to the Irish community since the times of Gerald de Bar-
ri.28 The comparison between the proceedings in Ireland and the English North 
American colonies as conducted by Quinn and Canny may be chided at several 
points. Canny’s ‘North Atlantic connection’ has been criticised by Steven Ellis 
for overlooking the strong historical connections between Ireland and the Brit-
ish Isles, of which it was a geographical part, in order to invoke the idea of an 
‘Irish exceptionalism’ in Europe. In response to this, Ellis pointed out that early 
modern Ireland’s situation was no different from that of other European coun-
tries that had been incorporated by their expansionist more ambitious neigh-
bours. Also, the need to ‘assimilate’ the inhabitants of the annexed territories 
into one’s own society was a common custom wherein the early modern Irish 
experience does not stand out.29 English applications of the concepts of civility 
and barbarism in Tudor Ireland shall be checked against English perceptions 
of the Native North American people as means to prove the universality of 
the rhetoric of difference. In this particular case, the thesis draws heavily from 
Karen Ordahl Kupperman’s Settling with the Indians (1980), which presents 

28 cf. Robert Rees Davies, The First English Empire. Power and Identities in the British Isles 
1093–1343, Oxford/New York, 2000, pp. 117–118.

29 cf. Steven G. Ellis, Writing Irish history: revisionism, colonialism, and the British Isles, 
in: The Irish Review, 19, 1996, pp. 7 and 12–13; for critique on Irish exceptionalism 
see: David Lloyd, After History. Historicism and Irish Postcolonial Studies, in: Clare 
Carroll/Patricia King (eds.), Ireland and Postcolonial Theory, Cork, 2003, pp. 50–51 
and Stephen Howe, Ireland and Empire. Colonial Legacies in Irish History and Culture, 
Oxford/New York, 2005, p. 84.
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